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HARBOR SPRINGS PUBLIC SCHOOLS

 
AUDIO ENGINEERING & VIDEO EDITING SYLLABUS 
 
Prerequisites: 
	 - Required: Reasonable ability to play an instrument, sing and/or recording experience. 
	 - Required: Willingness to share work in class and publicly. 
	 - Recommended: Ability to read music notation or music tabs. 

 
Course Intro: 
	 Welcome to the AEVE! You will use state-of-the-art computers and programs to record, mix, and edit 	
	 audio and visual components. With this knowledge students will produce commercial grade projects, 	
	 create and record your own musical compositions, and more. This class is intended to be a way for you to 
	 learn about - and have fun with - the science of sound, video, and technology. The ultimate products of 	
	 this class will be your own recordings and videos. 

 
Course Description: 
	 Enrolled in AEVE, students will experience the world of audio mixing and editing their projects utilizing 	
	 state of the art technology and facilities, learning and applying skills used in Studio Recording, Digital 	
	 Audio, and Live Sound. Students will produce audio tracks for use in various projects such as vocal 		
	 music, narration for documentary, or digital videos. Students will learn to process multiple recorded takes 	
	 and edit them into one final track, to produce the highest quality product possible. In conjunction, 	 	
	 students will expand their talent and abilities by adding visual components to their audio projects to deliver 
	 a memorable experience for their audiences. With new abilities in Audio Engineering and Video Editing, 	
	 students will end the course with a final project of their choice that will be shared with the community. 
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Course Content and Outcomes: 

Students will enhance their musicianship skills and knowledge of music production context 	 	 	
and visual editing skills while working with professional music and video software. 

a. Musical Outcomes:  
	 - Students will demonstrate the ability to perceive, create, and respond to music.  
	 - Students will demonstrate an ability to analyze music objectively.  
	 - Students will demonstrate the ability to organize musical ideas creatively.  
	 - Students will demonstrate the ability to make aesthetic judgments. 

b. Visual Outcomes:  
	 - Students will demonstrate the ability to perceive, create, and respond to video.  
	 - Students will demonstrate an ability to analyze video objectively.  
	 - Students will demonstrate the ability to organize visual ideas creatively.  
	 - Students will demonstrate the ability to make aesthetic judgments. 
 
c. Technology Outcomes: 
	 - Students will demonstrate experience and expertise in music production hardware and 	   	 	
	 software for recording, editing, mixing, applying audio effects, MIDI sequencing, and notation.  
	 - Students will demonstrate experience and expertise in video production hardware and 	 	 	
	 software for filming, editing, applying visual effects, visual filters, and producing. 

	 - Students will demonstrate broad knowledge of the music/film industry. 
	 - Students will practice legal and ethical behavior in regard to technology.  
 
d. Upon Successful Completion, Students will be able to:  
	 - Discuss and evaluate the place of audio/video technology in the industry.  
	 - Identify and discuss the fundamental concepts of acoustics and digital audio.  
	 - Identify and explain the basic elements of MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface). 
	 - Use basic recording and sound reinforcement equipment for musical/video projects  
	 - Use music software for digital audio, synthesis, sequencing, and video editing 
	 - Earn Credentials / Certifications in Logic Pro X, Final Cut Pro, and Motion 5  

e. Work Based Learning, Externships and Program Credit:  
	 - Students will explore various career paths within the industry. 
	 - Onsite experience with Industry Professionals (HSPS PAC, GLCA, NMC, Nicholas Hardy, etc). 
	 - Student will can to earn credit towards NMC Audio Technology (AUD) degree. 
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Required Materials: 
- Writing Utensil (Pencil or Pen)  
	- Notebook / Notepad (for brainstorming and planning) 
	 
- Headphones: Studio Headphones are provided, though you may bring your own. They must 	 	
	be 1/8” with a 1/4” adaptor. Bluetooth devices can work, but not recommended due to delay. 
 
	- Backup Device (if not provided): 1 External or USB flash drives (recommended 500GB or 	 	 	
larger). Students are responsible for backing up and maintaining copies of their work. There is 	 	
	no guarantee that project files will be stored on the studio stations. 

Classroom Procedures / Expectations: 
	 It is necessary to observe the following expectations for this class to ensure a positive learning 	 	
	 environment. With limited seating, and a waiting list, poor discipline will not be tolerated. 
 
The student: 
	 - will arrive to class on time and prepared as indicated by the instructor. 
	 - will be respectful to other students, the instructor, the studio, and equipment. 
	 - will treat all studio equipment with respect - the student is responsible for any damage. 
	 - will keep gum, food, and drink out of the studio. (water in container allowed at counter) 
	 - will remain at your designated station unless collaborating or working with the sound booth. 
	 - will use your station for class (school) related purposes only. 
	 - will not use any equipment in the studio unless trained and given permission by the instructor. 
	 - will keep their station clean and organized at all times. 
	 - will place keyboards, mice and headphones in their designated areas when done. 
	 - will be allowed to use their personal phones in class for class related purposes. 
	 - will follow any other expectations deemed necessary by the instructor. 

Facilities: 
The Music Production studio currently houses sixteen workstations each including an Apple iMac 
Computer (typing keyboard/mouse), Studio Headphones, and an Alesis 88-Key MIDI keyboard/
synthesizer. Keyboard Skins for both Logic and Final Cut Pro. Software for music and video synthesis, 
production, and programming includes Logic Pro X, Final Cut Pro X, Main Stage, and Motion 5. 
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Time Commitment: 
Students will be expected to spend time each week preparing for class. Studio time will be 	 	 	
available for project work. Prep lessons (videos) must be viewed before class. Students are 	 	 	
expected to complete practice projects during scheduled class periods. Creative projects may 	 	
	require significant time in the studio and outside of class time. 

Attendance: 
It is imperative that all students come to class. Large amounts of information and practice can 	 	
	be missed in one session. Students who miss class for any reason will be responsible for 	 	 	
obtaining information covered in missed lessons and completing any make-up work. 

Resources: 
- Ripple Training. Final Cut Pro 10.4 Core Training - Online video tutorials - Included. 
	- Ripple Training. Final Cut Pro 10.4 Essentials Bundle - Online video tutorials - Included. 
	- Ripple Training. Warp Speed Logic: Scoring to Picture - Online video tutorials - Included. 
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Grading: 

Homework will take the form of previewing lessons that cover the various platforms (Logic, FCPX, 
Motion, etc.). Creative projects will require independent work and will be presented to the entire 	 	
	class. Your creative projects and classwork will form the final portfolio to be submitted at the 	 	
	end of the course. Assignments will fall into one of the following categories: (Create, Analyze, 	 	
	Perform, Connect) 
 
		 1. Classroom Portfolio - Keep it organized and up to date every class period  
		 2. 30% - Daily Participation - Being on Task and Active Participation 
		 3. 20% - Formative Assessments - Video Tutorials (online) - Quizzes 
		 4. 50% - Summative Assessments - Mini Projects, Group Projects, Final Project 
 
	Grading is always somewhat subjective. Clear assignment instructions and grading rubrics will 	 	
	be posted via website with clear understanding of the expectations. However, simply following 	 	
	the instructions will not always guarantee top marks. Assignments and projects will be 	 	 	
	evaluated according to the following general guidelines: 
 
 

Grade Percent Description

A, A-

Exceptional 90-100%

Goes beyond merely fulfilling the assignment to stand on its own as quality work. Good 
use of sources and available materials (properly cited when appropriate). Demonstrates 
ability above age/grade level.

B+, B, B-

Good 80-89%

Fulfills the assignment instructions. Demonstrates competence and a basic 
understanding of the material. Work that is fundamentally on the right track but needs 
more polish or editing in order to be exceptional. 

C+, C, C-

Fair 70-79%

Demonstrates a less-than-firm grasp of the material or minimal effort. Some missing 
elements or multiple technical, grammatical, or spelling errors. Minimal use of sources or 
inappropriate citations.

D+, D, D-

Poor 60-69% Demonstrates a serious lack of effort or understanding of the materials. Multiple errors, 

missing elements, or failure to follow assignment instructions. 

Below D-

Not Passing 0-59% Missing, incomplete, plagiarized, clueless or incoherent. The starting point for 

determining final grades is based on scores given for all course.
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